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Sensei often says, nobody's perfect.  

 

I've come to reflect on this a lot over the last 

month.... maturity? Necessity? Probably a mixture 

of both.  

 

For most of my life, I've thought the same thing.... 

imperfect.... strive for improvement. I lived by the 

first of the dojo kun as my mantra: "Seek perfection 

of character". This led me to push harder, work 

longer, practice more, keep busy. All very good 

things as I studied in school then started my career 

and "life." I've always believed that karate is a way 

of life, probably because the kun fit into my 

ideology so well.   
 

But I haven't achieved all my goals and there have been many things I've tried but failed. Of 

course that's bothered me but I've come to understand the other meaning of Sensei's 

reminder, nobody's perfect.  I never will be, so I try not to dwell on my shortcomings and let 

them sink me down. I don't always reach my goal but I'm learning to consider the attempt 

itself a success: The real failure is never trying.  
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Sensei’s 70
th

 Birthday Celebration 

October 2016 
Since we didn’t publish a winter newsletter, we want to make sure we feature the special celebration that took place in the fall for 

Sensei’s 70
th
 birthday. The evening began with a unique training session in the church hall, complete with a very special gift from 

Sensei to his students—a performance of the Sunakake No Jon bo kata. Before dinner we had current and former students give 

speeches with wonderful stories about training with Sensei and the valuable lessons learned from him. And the evening topped off with 

a buffet dinner and dessert. We wish Sensei a happy, healthy year with many more to come! 
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Special Training  

April 2017 

It was a great turnout for our spring Special Training. We trained for three solid hours, with a focus on basics and Ten No Kata. 

 
 
 

Special Student Recognition 
We would like to recognize Ruchy Zoch of the Amity dojo who graduated from Massapequa High School this June. Ruchy was 

presented with the President’s Award in recognition of Outstanding Academic Excellence and Senior Achievement (Athletic) Award 

for tennis. Congratulations Ruchy—way to go! 
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From the desk of… Adam Korn in California 

July 2017 
 

Greetings, Takahashi Dojo family! 

 

I’m writing this West Coast dispatch before I’ve made a June trip to New York—during 

which we’ll have trained together and done some catching up about our respective lives 

on our respective coasts.  I’ll have told many of you about the neat house we’re renting 

in Oakland with the avocado tree and raspberry bush in the backyard.  How Maya is 

crawling over, climbing on, and taste-testing everything in sight.  How I still enjoy 

teaching at Shihan James Henry’s Mojo Dojo Karate in beautiful Mill Valley.  How, no, 

I have not seen any Ewoks stalking about the redwoods in nearby Muir Woods.  How I 

have been studying aikido with two outstanding budoka, who have given me a different 

perspective on and enhanced my enjoyment of martial arts.  And how I miss you all 

terribly. 

 

 

As of this writing, the last time I saw you all was the last week in March, when Jenny and I brought Maya to meet you.  Those in 

attendance might remember I was in a boot, recovering from a broken foot, and thus couldn’t practice.  Though the doc sternly 

warned me about the consequences of barefoot impact, the only way I could be sure to stay off the floor was to leave my gi in 

California—and take a train that would get us to the dojo at the end of class.  If either of those conditions weren’t met, I might’ve 

said, the heck with it, you only live once.  But after we ascended the first set of stairs and I heard Sensei counting and all of you 

responding enthusiastically, I booked it up the second flight, dragging my bum foot and carrying my beautiful daughter, just to cop a 

vicarious thrill.   

 

Nancy, who was waiting at the top of the stairs, just outside the door—she would be taking the second class—was the first dojo 

cousin we saw that morning.  After exchanging hugs and the kind of joyful greetings I think only the Takahashi Dojo brethren and 

sistern (?) can understand, I unloaded Maya into Nancy’s waiting arms and surreptitiously glimpsed inside the dojo at a packed 

floor, everyone repeating a segment of Nijushi.  As dismayed as I was to not be able to practice with you that morning, watching 

you all set my heart on fire.  I couldn’t remember the last time I got to watch everyone practice because typically I’m on the mat 

with all of you, partaking in the pugilistic festivities.  But the feeling I got as an audience for those few minutes was like observing a 

world-class orchestra being led by a world-class conductor in a private rehearsal.  You all were so poised it was beautiful—which 

was why it was so funny when class ended a few minutes later, after you rushed off the floor toward us like a kimono-clad tidal 

wave, Robin gushed, “we lost all focus when you walked in!”  Could’ve fooled me. 

 

This is what’s so amazing about karate, to me.  As Sensei says, “We’re kicking and punching each other and we’re still friends!”  

The paradox is what, to me, makes the martial arts so compelling.  Having spent the last three years teaching mostly children, and 

now being a new dad, my ruminations on the apparent violence inherent in our practice keeps me honest about my responsibility as 

an instructor.  While it’s fun to analyze the movement in our kata, the bunkai, and come up with possible interpretations for 

dismantling an opponent, the big-picture question I’m anxiously anticipating more than Daddy, where do babies come from?  is 

Daddy, why do you like teaching people to knock someone out and pack them up for shipping?  

 

Indulge me while I practice some dialogue: 

 

Well, sweetheart, I want to arm people with the ability to defend themselves and their families…I mean, if a bad man ever tries to 

hurt you or Mommy, I have a full menu of devastating things I’m trained to do to them….especially if the assailant has time traveled 

from Okinawa between the years 1477 and 1868.   

 

But Daddy, what do we do if they time traveled from after the Meiji Restoration?   

 

Oh darling, you have such a wild imagination…how ‘bout we get some ice cream? 

 

But she’s got a point, my hypothetical daughter.  I mean, we live in an era where hand-to-hand combat is only guaranteed in the 

ring, the cage, sport.  And sport, I think you’ll agree, isn’t really the essence of the Takahashi Karate Dojo culture.  It’s a piece of 

our training, for sure, but our karate feels better encapsulated by the old martial arts adage ikken hisstatsu—to annihilate with one 

blow.  Consequently, I’ve seen my own teaching geared toward empowering young students to not only stand up for themselves, 

but, in a safe environment, recognize their vast potential—and impress upon them that with great power comes great responsibility.   
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During one of my children’s weapons classes, a seven-year-old student asked about the application of a certain bo movement.  

“Well, my interpretation is—“ I started, then paused and looked out at a sea of wide-eyed seven-to-twelve year old karateka.  I 

dispensed with words and mimed being gored by a spear and having my innards splattered all over the mirror, complete with sound 

effects.  There was a combination of giggles and “ewwwws” from my young students, and uncomfortable shifting of parents in the 

box seats, “Which.  Is.  Why…” I concluded, “if you use this technique…you’re making a BIG decision!”  Of all Sensei’s wisdom, 

this bit has come in handy most.   It somehow makes me feel like I’m both being honest and making them accountable—should they 

find a stick at school and consider demonstrating for their friends what they learned in karate class.   

 

But this is the work that Sensei has perfected and what I feel we’re all really working to perfect.  Embracing our devastating 

physical potential to the point that we can find a sense of humor and even joy in what we’re doing.  Takahashi Karate Dojo is a 

microcosm of a beautiful reality in this way.  We come together to recognize how capable we are of cringe-inducing things and not 

only laugh about it, but love each other for it.   

 

Here’s something to stick in your hachimaki:  What if…what if this understanding is programmed into our very karate existence?  

Case in point, just days before visiting you all in March, we were in England for a few days.  Jenny was attending to business, I was 

attending to Maya—or maybe she was attending to me, I dunno, in any case, one morning, Maya was on her back, playing with her 

toy giraffe Sophie, when from natural stance, I started throwing straight punches—because that’s what karate people do, we throw 

punches.  Anyway, I’m snapping ‘em out, catching a rhythm, and then I hear…laughing.  I look down, and Maya is overjoyed, 

waving her arms and kicking her legs. So I start throwing double punches, triple punches, quadruple punches, and with each 

successive combination, Maya’s becoming more and more hysterical.  She’s loving it!   

 

Let’s try some dialogue again: 

 

Daddy, why do you like teaching people to knock someone out and pack them up for shipping?  

 

Grab your gi, sweetheart, I’ll tell you on the way to the dojo. 

 

Ok…can we get ice cream after? 

 

Only if your Nijushi is awesome. 

 

Love and hugs in budo, 

 

Adam     
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Meet Your Fellow Karateka 
An Interview with John Magrini 

 
By Nancy Beckerman 

“WE ARE THE DOJO!” 
 

1. How long have you been studying karate, and did you start at 

Sensei Takahashi’s dojo (or a different one)? 

For the past 25 plus I have been a student of Sensei Takahashi. 

When I made the decision to study martial arts, I looked at many 

styles and many dojos. It goes without saying that the last place I 

looked at was Sensei’s dojo in Amityville. In some ways it was 

ironic as I lived in Amityville at the time. Some things are just 

meant to be. 

 

2. What motivated you to start the study of karate in the first 

place? 

As a young man I was introduced to martial arts via the silver 

screen. Two movies, “Billy Jack” and Bruce Lee’s “Fist of Fury,” 

introduced me to martial arts. Like many people in the audience I 

believed that I could perform those moves if I practiced. Little did 

I know the investment in time and practice it takes to make those 

moves look “easy.” Those thoughts stayed in the back of my head 

as I moved to the west coast, moved back, and I started to raise a 

family. In the mid 80s I decided to do some healthy physical 

activity once again. I had tried jogging again and found it 

drudgery. I tried lifting weights again. That was disappointing as I 

had been a former powerlifter and amateur bodybuilder. In 

another sense it laid the foundation for what I would undertake 

next. Whatever I was going to do, there needed to be a residual 

value if I stopped for 6 months or a year. That’s when I realized 

martial arts had multiple dimensions and I was ready to undertake 

that journey. 

 

3.  How did you find the Takahashi dojo? 

While living in Amityville I looked at many dojos across Long 

Island. Each place I visited gave me a chance to see the Sensei, 

the facility, and the students and style. After watching a small 

session of Sensei’s class, I knew this was where I needed to be. 

Since you have practiced at both the Amityville dojo and the 

Mt. Kisco dojo  (and we won’t ask you which is your 

favorite!), how are the 2 dojos different?  

If you don’t mind I’d prefer to answer this question in another 

way. In the past 10 or so years I have seen students from other 

dojos become part of our dojo. Former students have rejoined our 

dojo and, sadly, some students have moved to other places. In 

Japan we trained in Sensei Okano’s dojo, other Shotokan dojos 

and in the park. So for me dojo is any place to train in karate by 

oneself, with others, or in your heart and mind. This idea could 

not be more clear to me than when we trained together at Sensei’s 

birthday party. So you see the dojos are not different, they are one 

and the same. We are the dojo. 

 

Are there any parts of our practice of karate that you 

especially like?  Any there any that are your least favorites?   

What do you find the hardest to master? 

For me one of the best parts of practicing in our dojo is learning 

from Sensei and fellow students. Not a single class goes by where 

I don’t gain some insight or look at a technique in a different way. 

Each class is an opportunity to uncover something new; watch 

how other students move; observe what they do well and how I 

can borrow and translate their technique.  

 

There is no part of practice that is less favorable than others. After 

training for many years, class is a chance to make a technique or 

move better. What is least favorable is the realization that 

regardless of how long I have trained, regardless of how much I 

have learned, so much needs to improve. I have come to terms 

with being dissatisfied with my poor execution. Perhaps that is 

what motivates me to give 110%. Maybe this class I will be 

satisfied, probably not. Maybe next class I’ll be satisfied, but that 

is doubtful. 

 

All that we do is physically hard and mentally challenging. I 

practice many techniques, and many kata.  Mastery of any 

technique or kata eludes me. Recently I have been practicing 

Taikyoku Shodan (First Cause) as if it was my favorite kata. By 

focusing, drilling, repeating, feeling and learning, I believe I have 

improved my understanding and execution of this kata. If I can do 

this with one kata, I can do it with all. So I would like to think! 

My challenge is to be as proficient and comfortable with all kata 

as I am becoming with Taikyoku Shodan. This challenge will be 

the hardest for me to master. 

 

It has been said that we learn more from our mistakes than 

from our successes. Do you think this is true in karate, and 

why? 

As a student who has made innumerable mistakes on the deck, and 

will continue to make mistakes, I can truthfully say that I have 

learned much from my mistakes. Some of the most important 

things learned (at least for me) happen when we practice kumite. 

A block that is too slow, too weak, or just the wrong technique is 

a sometimes a painful reminder of my mistake. Bruises and 

sprains stay with me for days. A constant reminder to pay 

attention, focus, and be decisive. Mistakes for me are not limited 

to kumite. Anyone who has watched me do kata can see mistakes 

in my movement, timing, and general execution. For those of you  
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 who fail to see the mistakes, I know they are there. I can feel when the turn is too slow, when the stance should be zenkutsu dachi 

(front stance) and I am in kokutsu dachi (back stance). Physically and mentally I must be aware of my movement, action, inaction, 

and position in space. It is said that in times of stress we can only keep track of three things at once. So I make many mistakes. Some 

are old friends and come back to visit me all too often. Others are new and introduce themselves to me at the most unexpected or 

inappropriate time. These mistakes are constant reminders that much work needs to be done.  For me, mistakes are with me each time 

I step onto the deck. 

 

How has the practice of karate affected the rest of your life? 

Practicing karate is a major influence in my life. Developing patience is one of the most important ways karate has influenced my 

life. Patience with others and patience with myself. Each of us brings our own interpretation to kata. When I interact with colleagues, 

clients or friends, I try to understand their motivation and interpretation of their “position” (i.e. kata). It gives me an opportunity to 

reflect on how they formed their positions. For myself, I try not to be automatically reactive in a hard way. Redirecting another 

person’s aggressive behavior has taught me how to diffuse potentially difficult situations. On the deck I now have a confidence in 

what I know and what I can do. Similarly, in life I recognize what I can do and what I can achieve through hard work and practice. 

 

What lessons have you learned that you find especially valuable? 

One of the most valuable lessons I have learned is perseverance. More than once I have faced a challenge in karate and thought “I 

will never get past this sticking point.” Working with Sensei or other students I have learned different ways to overcome a particular 

sticking point. In life I have encountered difficulties. Recognizing I have a problem, I have learned to seek council. Advice and 

suggestions are sought and accepted until I finally feel comfortable to move past my “life” sticking point.  

 

What advice would you give to any new students (children or adults) who are considering taking up the study of karate? 

All of us encounter difficulties and obstacles in karate and in life, regardless of whether we train or not. Karate challenges us in a 

unique way. Most importantly it provides us the tools to work through our challenges. Learn to develop a “tool chest” of techniques. 

Learn when to apply which technique when. Work hard to practice and be open to listening and learning from others. Be patient, 

enjoy the deliciousness of learning and doing something well. 

 

Is there anything else you would like us to know about you or your karate practice?   

Recently I have been training in the Mont Kisco Dojo in addition to the Amityville Dojo. This past summer I returned to Japan and 

trained in the Hachioji Dojo and other dojos. While in Japan we created our own “dojo” when we trained in parks and hotel hallways. 

This past fall we trained in a church hall to celebrate Sensei’s birthday. This past year, my training partner for many years, Tommy 

Latronica, relocated to Northern California. He trains in a small fenced off park that he calls his dojo. I mention this because I now 

understand a different meaning of ‘dojo spirit.’ Our dojo(s) is not just a place where we train karate. Our dojos are also in our hearts 

and minds. When we train by ourselves or with fellow karateka we are first and foremost in our spiritual dojo and second in our 

physical dojo. So now I train in two physical dojos on a regular basis and train in my spiritual dojo daily.  
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Hand Techniques     Excerpts recommended by Matt Levito  

from The Japanese Fighting Arts by John Goodbody 

 
Hand Techniques (Attack) 

Although a wide variety of striking surfaces is used in karate, the basic weapon is the fist. For our 

purposes, however, this must be capable of striking surfaces of high resistance with great power and 

speed without injury to oneself. It is therefore most important that the fist be correctly formed. 

  
Starting with the hand open, curl the little finger over until the tip of the finger meets the base. Curl the other fingers in turn finishing 

with the index finger. Now bend the fingers together from the roots, so that the back of the fist and the front (the first phalanges of the 

fingers) form a right angle. Finally, bend the thumb firmly over the second phalanges of the first and second fingers. The striking area 

of this basic fist (seiken) consists of the knuckles of the first and second fingers and should be toughened by regular practice with a 

'makiwara.' When striking, be sure that the fist is squeezed as tightly as possible and that the wrist is not bent. 

 

Seiken-choku-zuki (straight punch). Starting palm upward from a point just above the waist, the attacking fist is thrust straight 

outwards, twisting as it nears the target so that the palm is downward at the moment of impact. Simultaneously, the other fist is 

withdrawn sharply to the corresponding starting position, the reaction of this movement adding to the momentum of the attack. As 

with all the hand techniques, the muscles of arm, back and chest are momentarily tensed at impact, and then relaxed in preparation for 

the next technique. At no time should the shoulders be hunched. 

 

Gyaku-zuki (reverse punch). This is simply the adaptation of the straight punch used when the attacking fist is on the same side as the 

rear leg usually in 'zenkutso-dachi.' It is very commonly used as a counter-attack after having parried with the hand or arm on the side 

of the forward leg. When beginning this technique, the hips are at forty-five degrees to the line of attack. Twisting the hips so that at 

the moment of impact they face the opponent or target squarely (or so that the hip on the attacking side is even a little in advance of 

the other) contributes enormous power to the technique. 

 

Oi-zuki (lunge push). Here the straight punch is used on the side of the advancing leg when stepping forward, usually into the forward 

or the diagonal straddle stance. It is very useful when closing in on an opponent. With this technique, the hips should remain more or 

less square. The fist should reach the target at the precise moment at which the advancing foot is planted on the ground. In order to 

keep a strong balance, be very careful not to lean forward ; any feeling of pushing forward into the attack must come from the centre 

of gravity. 

 

Riken-uchi (back-fist strike). Actually, the striking surface here is the back of the two knuckles used in the straight punches. The elbow 

is pointed at the target, with the fist palm downward. Then, in the downward strike, the fist describes an arc in the vertical plane; in the 

sideways strike, in the horizontal plane. In both cases, the little finger side of the fist leads until the very last moment, when the fist is 

flicked over. Both the downward and sideways forms are very often used to attack from the straddle stance to the side, often following 

an 'empi' attack (see below). 

 

Tettsui-uchi (bottom-fist strike). This is also in two forms exactly like the preceding one, except that the fist is not flicked over. The 

bottom or little finger side of the fist has a wider striking surface and is better for striking soft targets (such as the solar-plexus) rather 

than the back-fist. 
 

Empi-uchi (elbow strike) can be broken down into four separate techniques: for striking to the front, to the rear, sideways and upward. 

Begin the forward strike with the fist palm upward just above the waist; finish with the elbow pointing straight ahead and the fist 

downward against the chest. The angle between the upper- and forearm should be as sharp as possible. The upward strike begins 

similarly but finishes with the fist close to - and palm facing - the ear. At the finish of the backward strike the fist is more or less in the 

starting position for the forward and upward strikes, with the palm upward and the elbow pointing directly to the rear. For the 

sideward strike start with the attacking arm pointing away from the target across the body and the fist or open 

hand palm upward; finish with the fist palm downward and against the chest. Elbow attacks are very powerful and often used for 

close-quarters fighting. Be careful to avoid raising the shoulder on the attacking side as this weakens the 'focus'. 

 

Shuto-uchi (knife-hand strike). When using the 'knife-hand' or little-finger edge of the hand the palm should be stretched open at 

impact, the root of the thumb pulling outward but the thumb itself bent inward (so as not to get caught in any loose clothing and 

possibly injured). Begin the outside strike with the attacking hand palm upward and close to the ear. The elbow is pointing sideways. 

At impact, the arm is more or less straight in front of the body and the wrist is twisted so that the palm is facing upward. For the inside 

strike raise the hand to the opposite ear, palm facing the ear. Swing the hand inward in a wide arc and at impact twist the wrist so that 

the palm faces downward. 
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Hand Techniques (Defense) 

As in the attacking techniques, many of the parries used in karate are 'focused.' That is to say, one's entire strength is concentrated at 

the point and the moment of impact, after which the muscles are immediately relaxed. As a result, pain or even injury may be inflicted 

with the parry alone, and the opponent sufficiently discouraged from attempting any further attack. When parrying, however, you 

should always have a counterattack ready to follow up with. Be sure that you maintain a good posture and balance and try always to 

take advantage of your opponent's momentum and strength to upset his balance and posture. 

 

Age-uke (rising block). Usually used to parry an attack to the face (jodan). This block begins with the fist palm upward just above the 

waist. At the finish, the fist is at a point approximately twelve inches in front of and six inches above the opposite ear. At the last 

moment the fist is flicked over so that the palm faces away from you and the opponent's attacking arm is struck by the outer edge of 

the forearm near the wrist. Simultaneously, the other hand is withdrawn from a point somewhere in front of the face to the usual ready 

position. It is important that the elbow of the parrying arm should be lower than the fist at the moment of impact. 
 

Soto-uke (outside forearm block), a parry capable of inflicting considerable damage. It is usually used against attack to the solar plexus 

(chudan). With the elbow bent, swing the fist from above the shoulder down in front of the body. Focus strongly, snapping the fist so 

that the palm faces toward you. At this point, the fist should be about level with the shoulder and the elbow in front of the body (not to 

the side). The same striking surface is used as in the rising block. 

 

Uchi-uke (inside forearm block). This technique is also used to parry attacks to the solar plexus. At the finish, the arm is in precisely 

the same position as in the outer block. However, it begins with the fist palm downward at the ready position on the opposite side of 

the body and the striking surface is the inside edge of the forearm. 

 

Gedan-barai (downward sweep). Another strong defensive technique, useful against attacks to the solar plexus, stomach or groin 

(gedan), and particularly employed against kicks. The fist is carried to a point near the opposite ear, palm facing the ear, then swung 

diagonally downward. At the finish, the arm is extended in front of the body and the fist twisted palm downward. Strike the attacking 

arm or leg with the outside edge of the forearm and to avoid damage to the wrist be sure to clench the fist as tightly as possible. Note 

that like the three preceding parries this one is very strong against attacks from the front, and so is usually performed from a forward 

or diagonal straddle stance. Sometimes, however, these parries (with the exception of the rising block) may be used to the side in the 

straddle stance. 

 

Shuto-uke (knife-hand block). Once mastered, this is a very fast parry, and one moreover that leaves one in a good position for the 

counter attack. It is used chiefly against attacks to the solar plexus. The hand begins from the same position as the fist in the 

downward sweep, palm facing the ear. Cut downward with the forearm and finish with the palm facing diagonally forward, the hand 

and elbow in line with the shoulder and the hand more or less level with the shoulder. Simultaneously with this parry, the other hand is 

pulled from a position straight in front of the body, palm downward, to the middle of the chest, palm upward. This technique is 

commonly used while retreating and is conveniently executed from the back stance. 

 

It is most important with all these hand techniques that the shoulders be pulled down and the 'fixation' muscles of the chest and back 

strongly tensed at the moment of focus. 
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DORYOKU NO SEISHIN O YASHINAU by Shojikisho 

Shojikisho is a senior student at the Amity dojo. He has written stories for each of the dojo kun principles,  
and has written the below story about Endeavor. 

 

MEGUMI HANA WAS DEEP IN THOUGHT AS HE WAS WALKING THRU THE VILLAGE. HE WAS VERY 

PERPLEXED AS TO WHAT HE SHOULD DO. 

WHEN HE WAS YOUNGER, HE ALWAYS ENJOYED THE STORIES HIS GRANDFATHER TOLD HIM. WHEN HIS 

GRANDFATHER PASSED AWAY HE REALLY MISSED OUT ON LISTENING TO HIS STORIES. 

3 YEARS AGO HE BECAME FRIENDLY WITH AN OLD GENTLEMAN, CHOGI HIGA, WHO HAD A REPUTATION 

OF BEING A STORY TELLER. THEY TOOK A LIKING TO EACH OTHER AND THE OLD MAN REALLY ENJOYED 

TELLING STORIES TO MEGUMI. IT WASN'T LONG BEFORE THE OLD MAN BEGAN COACHING MEGUMI ON HOW TO 

FABRICATE STORIES, AND HOW TO EXPRESS HIMSELF IN THE TELLING OF THE STORIES. 

AS MEGUMI WAS WALKING, HE SUDDENLY REALIZED THAT HE WAS WALKING PAST THE TEAHOUSE 

THAT BELONGED TO KAZUAKI TAKARA, AN OLD FRIEND OF HIS GRANDFATHER. BEING PAST MIDDAY AND 

FEELING HUNGRY HE DECIDED TO STOP IN AND GET SOMETHING TO EAT. AS SOON HE STEPPED INTO THE 

TEAHOUSE, HE HEARD KAZUAKI’S FAMILIAR GREETING. AS SOON AS THEY FINISHED EXCHANGING 

GREETINGS, KAZUAKI INFORMED MEGUMI THAT THEY WERE GOING TO HAVE A STORY TELLING CONTEST AT 

THE TEAHOUSE. THE WINNER WOULD BE TREATED TO A FISH & RICE LUNCH WITH TEA. KAZUAKI ASKED 

MEGUMI WHAT HAD HE BEEN DOING WITH HIMSELF AND HOW WAS HIS GRANDMOTHER DOING, SINCE HIS 

GRANDFATHER PASSED AWAY. HE EXPLAINED TO HIM THAT HIS GRANDMOTHER ALSO PASSED AWAY. HE TOLD 

KAZUAKI THAT HE WAS GOING TO FOLLOW IN HIS GRANDFATHER’S FOOTSTEPS AND BE A STORYTELLER. 

KAZUAKI WAS VERY PROUD OF HIS OLD FRIEND’S GRANDSON AND INVITED HIM TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 

COMPETITION. 

AS THE 5 CONTESTANTS SAT IN A CIRCLE, THE MOST SENIOR OF THE GROUP WAS FIRST TO TELL HIS 

STORY. THE STORY WAS ABOUT AN ANCIENT WARRIOR FIGHTING MYSTICAL BEASTS. FORCEFULLY TOLD, 

BUT NOT REALISTIC. 

THE SECOND CONTESTANT TOLD AN ILL-FATED LOVE STORY THAT BORED MEGUMI TO TEARS. 

THE 3rd AND 4th CONTESTANTS DID NOT MAKE ANY IMPRESSION ON MEGUMI, WHO WAS BECOMING 

ANXIOUS TO TELL WHAT HE KNEW OF HIS STORY. THE STORY REVOLVED AROUND THE RESIDENTS OF AN OLD 

VILLAGE THAT HE STARTED INTRODUCING. THE FIRST ONE WAS THE VILLAGE DRUNK, WHO WAS LOOKED 

DOWN ON BY THE REST OF THE VILLAGERS. HE STAGGERED AROUND THE CIRCLE, SLURRING HIS WORDS, 

BEGGING FOR MONEY TO SPEND ON MORE DRINK. HE QUICKLY STUMBLED AWAY AS SOON AS HE SAW THE 

VILLAGE BUSYBODY HEADING HIS WAY. HIS IMPERSONATION LITERALLY BROUGHT THE DRUNK TO LIFE WITH 

HIS SLURRED SPEECH AND UNEASY WALK. THE SECOND VILLAGER, THE BUSYBODY, PRESENTED AS A FOUL, 

VINDICTIVE WOMAN WHO DEMANDED THAT THE DRUNK SHOULD BE BANISHED FROM THE VILLAGE. SHE HAD 

NOTHING GOOD TO SAY ABOUT ANYBODY. SHE MADE IT A POINT TO GET INTO EVERYBODY’S FACE AS SHE 

COMPLAINED IN HER SHRILL, SCREECHY VOICE AS TO WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH THE REST OF THE 

USELESS VILLAGERS. HIS IMPERSONATION OF HER BROUGHT FITS OF LAUGHTER FROM THE OTHER 

CONTESTANTS. 

MEGUMI WENT ON INTRODUCING OTHER VILLAGERS AND GETTING POSITIVE REACTIONS FROM THE 

OTHER CONTESTANTS AND GUESTS IN THE TEAHOUSE. MEGUMI ABRUPTLY STOPPED TELLING HIS STORY AND 

TOOK HIS SEAT AGAIN. EVERYONE WAS STUNNED. MANY PEOPLE THAT WERE WITNESS TO THE STORY TELLING 

EVENT WERE EXCLAIMING THAT MEGUMI SHOULD BE THE WINNER. THAT ENRAGED 2 OF THE OTHER 

CONTESTANTS THAT PROCLAIMED THAT IT WASN'T FAIR THAT A PROFESSIONAL STORYTELLER PARTICIPATED 

IN THEIR CONTEST. 

KAZUAKI QUICKLY QUIETED EVERYONE DOWN AND ASSURED EVERYONE THAT MEGUMI WAS ONLY 17 

YEARS OLD AND WAS NOT A PROFESSIONAL STORYTELLER. HE THEN BEGAN TO ASK MEGUMI WHY HE 

STOPPED TELLING THE STORY. MEGUMI EXPLAINED THAT IN THE PAST 3 YEARS THAT'S ALL THAT HIS 

TEACHER, CHOGI HIGA, HAS TAUGHT HIM. KAZUAKI REPLIED, "I KNOW OF HIM. HE IS NOT SO WELL KNOWN 

BECAUSE HE DOES NOT POSSESS A STRONG SPEAKING VOICE. HIS VOICE IS RATHER FEMININE." MEGUMI 

REPLIED, "I UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU ARE SAYING. I WAS THINKING ABOUT FINDING ANOTHER TEACHER." 

KAZUAKI REPLIED, "HE IS BETTER KNOWN FOR HIS ABILITY TO FABRICATE STORIES AND MAKING THE 

CHARACTERS AND FACTS INTERESTING. IT WOULD BE A MISTAKE FOR YOU TO LOOK FOR ANOTHER TEACHER. 

IT IS THE DESIRE OF EVERYONE WHO HAS A PASSION FOR WHAT THEY TEACH TO DEVELOP A STUDENT 

WHO EXCEEDS THE ABILITIES AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE TEACHER. THIS WILL ENSURE THE INTEGRITY 

OF THE ART OR DISCIPLINE, WILL ALWAYS BE OF A HIGH STANDARD AND NEVER DECLINE OR BE LOST." 

MEGUMI TOOK THE ADVICE FROM KAZUAKI AND BECAME BEST STORYTELLER OF ALL TIME IN 

OKINAWA. 
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Film Review  by Nancy Beckerman 

 

     

Sanjuro 
Directed by Akira Kurosawa 

 

“Sanjuro” is a classic black and white film from the famed director, Akira Kurosawa, who 

wrote the script as well.   Once again, this movie stars the great Toshiro Mifune, and was 

filmed way back in 1962 near the beginning of his career.   The movie is dated, but still 

commanding, with a lot of swaggering and snarling by our hero, but also comic effects.   

Mifune’s character has been called a “shrewd, grungy, and superbly skilled warrior.” His 

personality is evident in his words, “Be careful…..I’m in a bad mood today!” 

 

This film is a sequel to the equally great “Yojimbo,” and has been called a masterpiece.   

It is extremely satisfying to see the samurai hero easily and gracefully slay the enemy and 

then walk off to eat his fill or take a nap.   Mifune is a master of the comic touch, as well 

as of the warrior’s fighting moves, which are most impressive.    
 

The plot involves Sanjuro helping a group of young but inept samurai as they try to bring down corrupt officials. Mifune’s character 

works his magic by devising clever strategies as well as by wielding his sword skillfully when necessary; he uses his head and his 

hands.    

 

Of course, there are beautiful women involved, namely the “lord chamberlain’s” wife and daughter, who are being held captive.   

Eventually, they are freed and the lord chamberlain is restored to his office.   The villain, the “superintendent,” ends up committing 

hara-kiri.   Sanjuro finds himself preparing for a duel with the superintendent’s henchman, although Sanjuro is reluctant to participate, 

as he knows one of them will die.   I will not reveal the outcome, for those who will be watching this DVD, but I will only say that he 

final scene is not to be missed!  Mifune’s last words are “The best sword is kept in its sheath.” 

 

When this film was released, it was the highest grossing film of the year and was critically acclaimed; movie fans have also 

consistently rated it “very high.”   Another success from the team of Kurosawa and Mifune: a winning combination.    

 

Kenkojuku Training and Emphasis  
[as compared to other Shotokan schools] 

Excerpt recommended by Jim Rielly from On Kenkojuku by Antonio Bustillo 

Training method. Prior to the mid-1980s, the emphasis in Kenkojuku was not directed for point tournament fighting. By then, some, 

but not all, branch schools started to focus on tournament rules. The fighting in the dojo was continuous without the constant resetting 

to see who tagged who first. Foot sweeps were allowed, and encouraged. In one school I attended, a night did not go by without some 

type of tai-sabaki drills (not quite as elaborate as the style of “Ashihara karate” sabaki however) where you stood with your back close 

to the wall and the objective was to side-step when the attack came. And it wasn’t the cooperation partner training of some karate 

schools. If you didn’t sidestep fast enough, you were hit, hard. And there was circle fighting as well. In circle fighting, one person 

stands in the center surrounded by six to eight opponents taking random turns to attack the person in the middle. The person in the 

center defended and countered while trying to remain as close to the center of the circle as possible in order to avoid being grabbed, 

hit and thrown for being careless and getting too close to those circled around him. There were knee smashes thrown occasionally, not 

like Muay Thai style, yet still hurt. 

 

Kata. For the most part they have the same moves but since some of the techniques and stances are performed differently, it is 

different. The Ten No Kata is a basic foundation kata not found in most Shotokan schools. The stance in Hangetsu differs from the 

majority of other Hangetsu and very different from the original Seisan. In certain kata like Nijushi, originally Niseshi, the JKA and 

Kenkojuku versions vary considerably. 

 

When it comes to kobudo, most Shotokan groups are removed from the Okinawan weapons training. Kenkojuku includes kobudo in 

their curriculum. Currently, not all dojo require it for advancement, yet a good number of its instructors know a weapon or two.   
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Kanku-Dai 
 

This content is taken from “Kata:  
The Folk Dances of Shotokan” by Rob Redmond 

 

Kanku-Dai is required learning in every school of Shotokan Karate. Further, it is required for competition in the second round of 

elimination, along with Jion, Enpi, and Bassai-Dai. These four kata together are considered to be the very core of Shotokan 

Karate kata, and they are frequently referred to as the "Big Four" in Japan. Obviously, the biggest of the Big Four kata is Kanku-

Dai. Kanku-Dai surprisingly contains many close combat techniques and throws which become apparent if you are looking for 

them. 

Five Names - One Kata 

The name Kanku is a combination of two characters. The first character is Kan - to view, see, or the noun "a view." The next 

character is Ku, it could represent many things: sky, emptiness, void, or air. The name Kanku is frequently translated as "To look 

at the sky." Other possible interpretations: Looking at the Emptiness and Sky Watching. There are a few other interpretations 

that follow along this same pattern. 

The word Dai means large. This kata is the larger of two kata. The other kata in this pair is Kanku-Sho, and it is believed to be a 

much younger version of this same kata. 

Together, Kanku-Dai and Kanku-Sho present the same pattern of movements in two different formats. Kanku-Sho is possibly a 

creation of Itosu, who, after practicing Kanku-Dai for years, attempted to create a version that more suited what he wished to 

practice. Kanku-Dai basically means, "Big Kanku." 

Kanku-Dai has had five different names during its known history in Okinawa and Japan. 

A legendary Chinese diplomat named Kung Siang Chung supposedly brought this kata from China or Okinawa. Other myths say 

that he created the kata. Others say that his student, Sakugawa, created the kata and named it after his teacher, Kung Siang 

Chung. The Okinawan way to pronounce the three kanji that make up the name Kung Siang Chung is Ku Shan Ku. 

When Funakoshi brought this kata to Japan, he renamed it as part of his efforts to remove Okinawan culture from karate so that it 

would be more acceptable to the Japanese. He left the same three Chinese characters - Kung Siang Chung - in place, but 

pronounced them with the Japanese inflection. The kanji are pronounced Ko So Kun in Japan. So, the name the students of 

Funakoshi were taught was Kosokun. 

The Kosokun name is still used by the Shito-Ryu clubs in Japan instead of the current name used in Shotokan circles. This is 

ironic considering that Shito-Ryu clubs refer to the Heian as the Pinan, which is an Okinawan pronunciation of those Chinese 

characters. Every Japanese style, it seems, randomly mixes Okinawan and Japanese pronunciations of kata names in their 

syllabus without any sort of standardization. 

At some point the name Kosokun was abandoned in favor of the name Kanku, and the -Dai suffix was appended when the kata Kanku-

Sho was brought into the Shotokan canon. Today we know these two kata as Kanku-Dai and Kanku-Sho. The Shito-Ryu style knows 

them as Kosokun-Dai and Kosokun-Sho. 

Funakoshi's last work on karate is the English text of Karate-do Kyohan. This text was translated from Japanese into English by 

Ohshima Tsutomu, the leader of Shotokan Karate of America. In that book, Ohshima translates the kanji for Kanku as Kwanku. 

Ohshima says that "Kwanku" is the Okinawan pronunciation of the Japanese word Kanku. Why did Ohshima translate this kata 

name using Okinawan pronunciation? 

Funakoshi's books indicate he was trying to change the names of the kata from  Okinawan to Japanese pronunciation. In Ryukyu 

Karate Kenpo and Rentan Jutsu, Funakoshi's first two books on the subject of karate, he used the name Kosokun for this kata. Why 

would he change the pronunciation from the Okinawan Kushanku to the Japanese Kosokun, and then change the name again to the 

Okinawan pronunciation of Kwanku instead of Kanku? That just doesn't make any sense, and it makes me suspicious that he never 

called the kata Kwanku. 

It would be much simpler today if Funakoshi had left the original names of the kata intact, or if the Chinese names of the kata 

from China had been retained by the Okinawans so that we could see where they came from bibliographically. It is interesting to 
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note the differences of culture evident through the way that the cultural baggage of karate is rejected or accepted when the art is 

taught in a new geographical location. For example, the United States practitioners strongly resist the idea of using English 

translations of the kata names. Funakoshi assumed that the Japanese would prefer Japanese pronunciations. 

It turns out that the Japanese, even while going to war with everyone around them, preferred the Okinawan names of the kata. 

Sochin, Wankan, and Chinte are all examples of kata that Funakoshi tried to rename that his students preferred to call by their 

Okinawan names. The Okinawans, by contrast, rejected the Chinese culture in everything that they were given. When the name 

of the kata is from China, the provincial people of Okinawa pronounced the Chinese names using their own language. They 

adapted everything to themselves. It seems that the farther karate has traveled from Okinawa, the more strongly the adherents 

believe that the original culture of their instructors should be preserved. 

As a result, Kanku-Dai has had five names since 1921:   Kushanku -> Kosokun -> Kanku -> Kanku-Dai |----> Kwanku 

Fishermen's Stories 

Kung Siang Chung is supposedly the name of a famous Chinese diplomat who traveled to Okinawa in the late 1700's. He is alleged 

to have lived in Shuri City and befriended Sakugawa, a noted expert of Okinawan fighting arts. This Chinese diplomat was 

allegedly trained very highly in the arts of his nation, and he taught Chinese boxing to Sakugawa, who taught it to his pupil 

Matsumura Sokon. Did Kung Siang Chung, the legendary Kushanku/Kosokun, create our modern-day Kanku-Dai? Or, did someone 

create Kanku-Dai from the Channan kata that Kung Siang Chung brought to Okinawa? Did this Chinese diplomat really exist, or is 

he a metaphor for all of the Chinese diplomats living on Okinawa Island? 

Because Okinawa used to pay homage to any large nation that happened to sail a warship into Naha port and demand tribute, there 

were many diplomats living on Okinawa from China and other nations of the Pacific. Legend tells us that Kung Siang Chung was a 

friend of Sakugawa, one of the earliest people identified as a karate expert on Okinawa in the family tree of Shotokan karate. Either 

Kung Siang Chung, Sakugawa, or his student Matsumura supposedly created the kata Kushanku and named it after Sakugawa's 

Chinese buddy. 

As with most stories of the events on Okinawa before the 20th Century, this story too is presented to us by men currently teaching 

karate on that island. Stories like this are passed on by word of mouth only, and probably are only partially true. It is obvious that 

China had a large impact on Okinawa. It is also obvious that Korea, Japan, and Formosa (Taiwan) also influenced the culture of the 

island. Also obvious is that Okinawan karate consists of some kata that clearly originated in Southern Chinese martial-arts. 

The three characters that make up Ku Shan Ku mean "Mr. Government Official" or “Mr. Diplomat.” That fact leads me to an 

interesting conclusion: More than likely, there never was a Kushanku who lived on Okinawa and worked as a diplomat. The 

name is a representation of diplomats who did live on Okinawa during the late 1700's and early 1800's. The legendary Kushanku 

is probably just symbolic of the Chinese living on Okinawa who were teaching the locals the fighting systems of China during 

their off- hours for fun. 

Perhaps there really was a diplomat with this name. I really don't know, but I am suspicious of any name that roughly translates into 

something metaphorical. Perhaps he was called this as a term of endearment, and he really existed. Something smells fishy in the 

story of Kushanku. 

Kanku-Dai is Big 

Kanku-Dai is long. It contains 65 independent movements, and requires about 90 seconds to complete. That might not look like 

much on paper, but when you are at the three quarter mark in Kanku-Dai, you feel like you have been doing the kata for an hour. 

Kanku-Dai is the longest kata that style instructors teach their students. 

Some people wrongly label Kanku-Dai the longest kata in all of karate. Suparinpei, a kata of Goju-Ryu, is 108 techniques long - 

almost twice as long as Kanku-Dai. Some Shotokan enthusiasts have learned the Goju-Ryu kata and pronounce its name using 

Japanese: Hyakuhachiho - 108 steps. 

Kanku-Dai is considered representative of Shotokan Karate. Kanku-Dai displays some typical Shotokan techniques, and the kata 

was supposedly Funakoshi's favorite kata. He performed it during his demonstration for the Crowned Prince (Hirohito) in 1922. 

Basically, the entire kata is like a compilation of the Heian. Kanku-Dai is also a part of Shito-Ryu. Mabuni Kenwa, the founder of 

Shito-Ryu karate, was one of Funakoshi's fellow pupils under Itosu, and he learned the kata right along with Funakoshi. Strangely 

enough, Funakoshi never mentions Mabuni in any of his writings. At any rate, the kata is very typical of Shotokan and Shito-Ryu 

karate. 

The Root Kata 

There is a more important reason for Kanku-Dai being such a prominent kata in the Shotokan system: It is the parent kata for the 

entire database of techniques of this system. It is the central point to which all other kata point. 
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Kanku-Dai contains many techniques seen in Shotokan Karate kata via the Heian kata. Kanku-Dai is considered very 

representative of Shotokan Karate, and the kata is revered as a repository of the most fundamental and important of Shotokan's 

technical practices. There are also many other unusual techniques alongside these primary movements. 

Kanku-Dai contains the exceedingly difficult two level kick which most Karate players never figure out. The two level kick is 

actually a kick to the middle level followed by another kick to the high level all within a single jumping action. However, most 

Karate players fudge this technique by raising the knee of one leg and kicking with the other. 

Heian and Kanku-Dai 

Kanku-Dai is the source kata for the Heian kata, it is said by some. These people point to the similarity of the Heian kata and 

Kanku-Dai. Since the Heian Kata act as a set of indexes to the techniques in Kanku, there is an obvious relationship. Perform a 

single technique in Kanku-Dai, find the same technique in Heian Godan, and you will see that Heian Godan shows more detail 

of how to perform the same technique or make an application out of it. The Heian and Kanku expand each other's techniques. 

They act as maps of each other. 

None of this means that the Heian are the source of Kanku-Dai, however. Dr. Schmeisser is pointing to a kata of Chinese origin 

called "Channan" as the source kata for the Heian. The Channan kata, which I have not personally witnessed being performed, 

are said to be primordial Heian. Heian 1, 2, and 3 are supposed to be created from the first Channan kata while Heian 4 and 5 are 

taken from the second Channan kata. 

If the Channan theory is true, then Kanku is probably also loosely based upon this kata, and the Heian and it are actually parallel 

developments that are different views of the same kata. The Heian could be the broken apart Channan kata, and Kanku-Dai could 

be the compilation of the two Channan kata into a single form with a central theme. Who knows, really? But it is fun to 

speculate. 

Broken in Half 

Have you noticed that Kanku-Dai flows along smoothly up until the last 1/3 of the kata? At that point, Kanku-Dai suddenly becomes 

choppy and asymmetrical. It is almost as if the kata is complete up until that point, but someone attached an additional section onto it. 

If this is true, then Kanku-Dai has suffered some abusive editing at someone's hands during its history. Perform the kata and see if you 

can see where the additional part is appended. I think the last technique was originally the inside blocks with the reverse punches. 

Look at Kanku-Sho. The last four techniques are the inside blocks with the punches. Shouldn't these two kata end in a similar fashion? 

Many Versions 

There are supposedly four versions of the Kushanku kata in the wild. Kanku-Dai and Kanku-Sho of Shotokan and Shito-Ryu are but 

two of the versions thought to be in existence. A third version is the Shiho Kosokun which basically looks like Kanku-Dai 

performed to the left instead of moving forward from the starting point. Shiho means "Four directions." This kata was created by 

Mabuni, founder of the Shito-Ryu style, so that he could practice Kosokun in a narrow space. Mabuni redirected some of the turns  

in the enbusen so that the kata would follow a narrow path to the left. This kata was created after the Shotokan system was already 

moving along. Why Shotokan students did not import this kata along with Nijushiho, Sochin, and Unsu when they were on a Shito- 

Ryu kata borrowing binge is unknown. 

The fourth kata of the Kushanku series is Yara Kushanku. This version is apparently an interpretation of the Kushanku kata by a 

famous Okinawan named Yara. If you wish to see Yara Kushanku, simply open a copy of Shoshin Nagamine's The Essence of 

Okinwan Karate-Do. Some claim when the enbusen of the four kata are placed next to one another, they draw something very 

important on the floor - a navigational map of the constellations, but I don't believe that. The Yara and the Shiho versions came along 

much later than the original Kanku-Dai, as much as 300 years later. The history of the other two kata is not as mysterious as is that of 

Kanku-Dai and Kanku-Sho. 

Time to Completion 

When properly performed, Kanku-Dai requires about 70 to 90 seconds to complete. However, some competitors in tournaments 

have been known to compress this time down to little over a minute. As time passes by, the kata are becoming performed more and 

more quickly. Mostly, I think, this is because kata are becoming performance art rather than fighting practice. As we become a 

society that does not permit hand-to-hand combat in any situation, the usefulness of using the kata as a tool to learn combat 

applications becomes less popular. Also, the kata are so far removed from modern sparring methods that they have little if any 

relationship with sparring any longer. 

Practicing a kata as anything other than performance art is relatively unheard of within Shotokan organizations, and anyone trying to 

apply the techniques in the Shotokan kata to Shotokan punch/kick/sweep combat methods would be unsuccessful. 
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Symbols 

The coolest thing about the kata Kanku-Dai, though, is that if you look at the 

enbusen, it appears to draw the kanji "hon" on the floor. Your footsteps trace this 

kanji out pretty clearly. What is even more interesting about this possibility, is that 

hon can mean book, main, source, root, or central. Is the very shape of the kata the 

key to passing down the fact that this is the root kata of our system and therefore 

the most important? 
 

At some point you have to sit back and chuckle at the fact that so many Japanese have printed books showing the shape of this 

kata from above, but none have ever happened to notice that many of the kata enbusen look exactly like common Asian 

characters. 

The large circular motions at the beginning and end of the kata are supposed to be representative of the sky or the universe. 

You make a triangle with your hand, and you raise it up, representative of the sunrise. You then describe a large circle with 

your hands, the circle so often seen in Zen calligraphy - the Universe. Pay close attention to the first two and last motions. 

Some people think that the opening movement of Kanku-Dai is representative of looking in a mirror. I think they are mixing up 

the imagery of Kanku-Dai with the opening motions of the kata Meikyo. If you were looking in a mirror during the beginning 

motions of Kanku-Dai, then when you finished raising it up you would break it in half. As anyone knows, that's seven years bad 

luck! 

Mark Twain was right when he said that people over-analyze the creations of others and find symbols and meanings that the 

author did not intend. 

Student Candids: Giving our 100% 
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Recommended Reading for Our Young Students 

By Sewell Harrison 

Why read memoirs? The inspiration for writing a memoir is based on real life experience and loss and/or gains. The reader can gain 

insight to different cultures and see deeply into another’s point of view. In order for the author to share their story they overcome the fear 

of being exposed and their faults examined. It can be a powerful moment and lesson in the development in one’s identity.  
  

Behind Enemy Lines, by H.R. Demallie 

(Grades 7 – 9) 

 

A first-person account of being a prisoner of war is a tricky subject for a middle school read, but DeMallie 

successfully pulls it off. The story follows the 22-year-old American Air Force officer who was forced to 

bail out of his B-17 in 1944, highlighting his hiding out in the Netherlands, imprisonment in a German 

POW camp, and liberation by Russian soldiers. There are vivid recollections of suffering from hunger, 

loneliness, and uncertainty that serve as reminders that war is not a romantic enterprise but a brutal reality. 

The writer remembers the brave Dutch civilians who risked their lives to help Allied soldiers and 

discusses death and torture with spare details so as not to alienate readers or appear sensationalistic. The 

first few chapters are larded with military and aeronautic terminology that, while important, might 

discourage some readers. Fortunately, the succeeding chapters are descriptive and gripping enough to 

entice youngsters to do further research. This is a good choice for nonfiction enthusiasts, particularly 

those with interests in the military, World War II, and survival tales. 

  
Rethinking Normal: A Memoir in Transition,  by Katie Rain Hill 

(Grades 8 and up) 

 

In her unique, generous, and affecting voice, nineteen-year-old Katie Hill shares her personal journey of 

undergoing gender reassignment. Have you ever worried that you'd never be able to live up to your 

parents' expectations? Have you ever imagined that life would be better if you were just invisible? Have 

you ever thought you would do anything--anything--to make the teasing stop? Katie Hill had and it nearly 

tore her apart. Katie never felt comfortable in her own skin. She realized very young that a serious mistake 

had been made; she was a girl who had been born in the body of a boy. Suffocating under her peers' 

bullying and the mounting pressure to be "normal," Katie tried to take her life at the age of eight years old. 

After several other failed attempts, she finally understood that "Katie"--the girl trapped within her--was 

determined to live. In this first-person account, Katie reflects on her pain-filled childhood and the events 

leading up to the life-changing decision to undergo gender reassignment as a teenager. She reveals the 

unique challenges she faced while unlearning how to be a boy and shares what it was like to navigate the 

dating world and experience heartbreak for the first time in a body that matched her gender identity. Told 

in an unwaveringly honest voice, Rethinking Normal is a coming-of-age story about transcending physical 

appearances and redefining the parameters of "normalcy" to embody one's true self. 

 

 

Gabe & Izzy by Gabrielle Ford 

(Grades 5 – 8) 

 

Gabrielle Ford never dreamed that a long-eared coonhound could change her life. But that’s just what 

happened when she cared for her ailing pet Izzy and found the voice to help others in need as a nationally-

known motivational speaker. As a child, Gabrielle loved dance and dreamed of becoming a prima 

ballerina. That dream was shattered by a rare genetic neuromuscular disease, Friedreich’s Ataxia, that 

would eventually place her in a wheelchair. Gabe not only struggled with the devastation of the illness, 

but also endured constant and cruel bullying from classmates. The constant torment took her on a path of 

depression and isolation. That all changed when Izzy, a long-eared coonhound pup, entered Gabe’s life. 

Izzy became Gabe’s best friend and constant companion. When this special friend mysteriously developed 

a condition mirroring Gabe’s, Gabe re-entered the world to get Izzy the best treatment available. Speaking 

out for the voiceless Izzy gave her the courage to speak out for another voiceless group: the thousands of 

children bullied in American schools every day. Through countless personal trials, Gabe found her way 

back to the stage as an outspoken advocate against school bullying. In addition to her countless school 

visits, she has also been a keynote speaker at various conferences and conventions, and has earned many 

honors. 
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Learn Colors in Japanese 

 

 

Have you seen this cat? 

 

 

It’s called a maneki-neko.  

It is a common Japanese 

figurine which is often believed 

to bring good luck to the owner. 

They are usually made of 

ceramic or plastic. 

The figurine shows a cat calling 

with an upright paw, and is 

usually displayed in—often at 

the entrance of—shops, 

restaurants, pachinko parlors, 

and other businesses. 

  

Some of the sculptures are electric or battery-powered and have a 

slow-moving paw. The maneki-neko is sometimes also called the 

welcoming cat, lucky cat, money cat, happy cat, raging cat, 

beckoning cat, or fortune cat in English.  

  

 

Suduko 

 

 

Just for Fun 

 

Copyright 2017 “Why So Japan” blog 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Manekineko1003.jpg
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Mt. Kisco Dojo Picnic 
Be on the lookout for an email about our annual picnic to be 

held on a Sunday in September. 

Remaining Special Training 
Dates 2017 
(Purple through Black Belts, ages 16+) 
Sunday, July 23 

Sunday, October 22 

Thanks a bunch… 
To all the contributors of this newsletter for helping make this 

issue a great success! 

 

Fundraiser Ideas 
If you have ideas for a dojo fundraiser this year, please speak to our 

captain Jim Rielly or Lisa Takahashi. Proceeds from our fundraisers 

go to our children’s parties and events, including the Valentine’s 

Day party, Color Wars and Halloween party. We’d love to hear 

your ideas. 

Suggestions?    
Have ideas for the next newsletter? Want to contribute an article, 

artwork or book/movie review? Let us know!    

 

Katie Brennan & Nancy Beckerman 

Short Zen Stories 
 

Working Hard 

A martial arts student went to his teacher and said earnestly, “I am devoted to studying your martial system. How long will it take me 

to master it?” 

The teacher’s reply was casual, “Ten years.” Impatiently, the student answered, “But I want to master it faster than that. I will work 

very hard. I will practice every day, ten or more hours a day if I have to. How long will it take then?” 

The teacher thought for a moment, and then responded. “20 years.” 

 

 

It Will Pass 

A student went to his meditation teacher and said, “My meditation is horrible! I feel so distracted, or my legs ache, or I’m constantly 

falling asleep. It’s just horrible!” 

“It will pass,” the teacher said matter-of-factly. 

A week later, the student came back to his teacher. “My meditation is wonderful! I feel so aware, so peaceful, so alive! It’s just 

wonderful!’ 

“It will pass,” the teacher replied matter-of-factly. 

 

 

Cliffhanger 

One day while walking through the wilderness a man stumbled upon a vicious tiger. He ran but soon came to the edge of a high cliff. 

Desperate to save himself, he climbed down a vine and dangled over the fatal precipice. 

As he hung there, two mice appeared from a hole in the cliff and began gnawing on the vine. 

Suddenly, he noticed on the vine a plump wild strawberry. He plucked it and popped it in his mouth. It was incredibly delicious! 

 
 


